!

"Alone in the park, Carl wished he was a concrete statue set there for the birds to sit on. No
thoughts, no cares, no pain, just years of weathering...until there was nothing left." (p. 29)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"There's something wrong with you. You're getting on my nerves." (Beryl to Carl, p.38)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"Carl played the statue. Statues don't smile." (p.53)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
!

Carl was overwhelmed by his own excitement..."He could at least give me a go... Mr Duncan,
could I speak to you for a minute?" (Carl to Joy and Skip about a job on the barge, p.79)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"The discovery of the hat, its purchase and the courage to ram it on his head made him part of
something. It was too precious to sell." (p. 91)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

!

"A twenty-nine dollar sailor's cap had changed his opinion of the boy." (Skip, p.97)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Carl "was exhausted but happier than he'd been since he arrived in Wattle Beach,
happier than he'd been since his mother disappeared." (p. 99)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

!

Carl: "Harley hasn't really got a guardian."
"Except for you," the Principal suggested. (p. 105)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Carl covered the boy with his own bulk" (to protect him from Beryl, p. 112)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"Carl stretched out his hand then slowly withdrew it. He was afraid to touch, unsure of the feeling." (p. 115)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"No you're not...You're staying here with me till everything comes right." (Carl to Harley, p. 119)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
!

Carl "hesitated...and pushed outwards, forcing himself into the world. 'You shouldn't have
chained him up like that, Beryl...It was cruel. You wouldn't do it to a dog...You're not putting him
on that chain any more...He deserves better...And so do I.' " (pp. 121-2)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Carl "couldn't explain to the boy how he loved working on the barge, how alive he felt between its
!
rusting sides." (p.127)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"I don't suppose he's told you how important you are to us." (Joy, p. 141)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"You take good care of Harley. That's family." (Justine to Carl)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"I've never felt part of anything before. It caught me by surprise. Like it was too much at once." (p. 147)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"Joy couldn't understand that it was better to be alone with yourself than embarrassed by what you were." (p. 177)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"He felt capable of his own questions now... He was part of the group..." (p. 190)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Justine: "You're coming alive. That's what it is. You've been playing dead all this time and now you can't keep
yourself down any longer." Carl: "Playing dead!" (p. 224)

